We define the boundary values in § 2 and prove the uniqueness of hyperfunction solutions of the Cauchy problems.
This fact has been proved by H. Komatsu [_6~] and P. Schapira Q8] in the case where P(x, J9) is elliptic. Their method applies with minor modifications to the general operators.
In §1 we show that the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem for the dual equation with the initial values on 5 is equivalent to a theorem of division of hyperfunctions with supports in 5 by the differential operator P(x, D).
We define the boundary values in § 2 and prove the uniqueness of hyperfunction solutions of the Cauchy problems. 
I. Division of Hyperfunctions with Supports in S
(3) *£(F) = 0.
The quotient space &K(V}/P&K(V} is identified with the dual of the (DFS)-space st
Proof. Consider the complexes: defined by (7) we have, therefore, the dual isomorphism
Obviously p can be extended by (7) to a continuous linear operator
Since the open mapping theorem holds for (DFS)-spaces, the exact sequence
splits topologically and we have the topological isomorphism : where fj€ f &K(S) and g"€^#(F). Under this correspondence we have a topological isomorphism
In particular, the inverse (p')' 1 :
isomorphism (8) (19) #g(n=o.
This theorem means that on division by P(x, D) each f£&s has a unique quotient g€&s and a remainder 2 CyO&> ^0(/;®^s) with / ; -E^.
We have derived this from the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem via the duality of jtf(K) and # ' K (V) and that of r j*(K) and r @ K (S). Conversely Theorem 2 implies the exactness of (12) and hence that of (9). Thus Theorem 2 of division is equivalent to the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem.
Boundary Values of Hyperfunction Solutions
Let by the Mayer-Vie toris theorem.
It is also known that (24) 
